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2022 Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine  
Development Guidelines 

We celebrate your creative contribution.   

 

It is Desda’s greatest wish to see this work evolve through the efforts of you, 

her students. This collaboration is essential to maintaining the strength of the 

SA Field, and goes a long way toward insuring a successful outcome for all of 

our efforts. 

 

Development Guidelines - Working Together 
 Clearing, Alignments or Procedures, Anatomy or Energies 

 

Copyrighted SAEM materials and anatomy may be used to create new work.  

The Practitioner will receive full credit for their creative contribution when Development Guidelines 

are followed.  

It often happens as information arises in the SA Field, that numerous people become aware of it at 

the same time. This speaks to the strength of the Field we share with the Sacred Anatomy Angels 

and the powerful energetic shift that occurs with new information.  

 

SAEM Development Guidelines for new work:  
1. Notify Desda of your Intention: Send an email when you begin to create a new piece. 

Give her a rough idea of what you are working on. This is so she can let you know if your 

discovery has already been made and is in use, in development, or in trials.  

2. Maintain the Field: It is important to let Desda know your intention so she can align the 

shift in the Field.  

a) With your help she can accommodate your creative expansion of the Field and 

align with you. 

b) We can assure the strength of the SA Field and SAEM as a complete body of work 

by communicating.  

c) When we use SAEM components with conscious alignment in this way, we take 

responsibility for the health and vitality of our shared container. 

d) Setting intention together makes it possible for Desda to gracefully hold the 

enlarging body of SAEM during the creative expansion that a new work 

represents. 
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3. Mature Work: Let your work mature by following these Guidelines and completing your 

trials before using any new clearing, alignment, procedure, new energy, or anatomy 

during a paid session.  

4. Trials: Trials are essential in the development of any new SAEM work. This can only be 

done by using the piece on yourself or with an informed volunteer who has given you 

written permission to be part of your trial. Document your trials and your conclusions. 

Please do not charge for a prospective new piece of work until your development is 

complete.  

5. Describe it: Write up a clear description of what you have created or brought through. 

State:  

1) What? It is.  

2) Why? It is useful or important to the HES and the client. 

3) How? It occurs in the structure and in a life.  

6. Procedural Document: Compose a procedural document with clear steps. Explain any 

new component as if you are writing for a beginning student of SAEM.  

7. New Anatomy:  If a “new anatomy part” has been discovered: 

1) Write up a full description. 

2) Include a descriptive drawing to explain the location.   

3) Define the relationship to the System of which it is a part. 

8. Completion: After you have written up your Trial results including permission from any 

volunteers, your description, and your procedure, it is time for you to present them to the 

Practitioner Review Board. Email info@YourSacredAnatomy.com to schedule a time.  

 

 

Review & Acceptance 
1. During your review of the procedure, anatomy or course with the Founder, your work may: 

a) Be approved for immediate use 

b) Undergo a trial vetting period 

c) Need to be resubmitted with further revisions, testing and development 

2. A new piece will be officially accepted with an announcement to the Practitioner/Med Bag Body, 

and be available for them to review on our website. 

3. New anatomy may be added to any further publications or classes about Sacred Anatomy as 

appropriate with full credit given for any discovery. New anatomy may be added to new editions 

of Your Sacred Anatomy with full credit given to the discovering Practitioner. 

 

Developing SAEM Courses or Workshops 

 
Please follow the same basic steps as outlined above for procedures, clearings and new anatomy.   
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In your first communication with Desda, you would let her know what you are planning, and create 

a process to develop your course or workshop.   

 

Teaching SAEM Courses or Workshops 
 

1. Upon alignment, this course will be accepted into the larger body of Certified SAA Classes, 

Workshops, Seminars and Courses and you will become an adjunct faculty of SAA.  

2. Clear the date of your event with YSA.  We are then able to avoid scheduling conflicts, and place 

your event on our web calendar.   

3. Notification is necessary for any live or recorded, public, internet, Facebook live or other form of 

web presentation (live, audio, video) based on the Principles of SAEM, or making use of SAEM 

techniques, procedures, and skills.  

4. New Courses will be listed in the events calendar on the yoursacredanatomy.com website as being 

taught by SAA Adjunct Faculty. 

 

ACCEPTANCE 
 By accepting the terms of the Practitioner Agreement, I am also accepting the terms of the 
Development Guidelines described herein. 
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